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the meaning of control is to exercise restraining or directing influence over
regulate how to use control in a sentence synonym discussion of control to
order limit or rule something or someone s actions or behaviour if you can t
control your dog put it on a lead you re going to have to learn to control
your temper the temperature is controlled by a thermostat the laws
controlling drugs are very strict in this country a deep seated need for control
generally stems from a place of deep inner fear of the unknown and it can affect
our mental and physical health if you are always feeling the need to control
every little detail in your life here s what a psychologist wants you to know
some common synonyms of control are authority command dominion jurisdiction
power and sway while all these words mean the right to govern or rule or
determine control stresses the power to direct and restrain find 167 different
ways to say control along with antonyms related words and example
sentences at thesaurus com control somebody something to have power over a
person company country etc so that you are able to decide what they must do
or how it is run by the age of 21 he controlled the company the whole territory
is now controlled by the army to have control is to have the power to run
something in an orderly way a skillful teacher maintains control over students
who might otherwise waste time or be disruptive a control can also be a device
used to operate a machine like the remote control for a television control of a
machine or process is designing it so that it behaves in a particular way by
continually measuring the output and changing the input in response definition of
control noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation
picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more do other
people call you a control freak do you get upset when you can t manage every
detail here are the possible reasons why you feel the need to control
controlling behavior occurs when a person attempts to conform another person
to their own needs or desires through some form of manipulation this outsized
desire for control is unhealthy unhelpful and may create relationship conflicts
but it s not always abusive to control your emotions learn to identify the
emotion you re feeling any triggers you have and where the emotion is coming
from practice pausing before reacting find ways to de stress and get
professional help if you need it research from 2021 suggests that a sense of
control is associated with better physical and psychosocial health in other
words control leads to behaviors that can improve overall well being control
or rather seeking to have control is a form of anxiety it is rooted in the default
and often unconscious belief or feeling that i am not going to be okay or things
will not be at a glance there are many ways to increase your happiness but one
of the most simple and tangible ones is letting go of control why should we do
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that and how do we even begin we ll review everything you need to know about
why you should stop trying to control everything in your life and what steps
you can take to get there you don t have to live in a sci fi movie to control
your mind we break down 10 strategies to help you gain the upper hand over
your mindset and outlook to order limit or rule something or someone s actions
or behavior if you can t control your dog put it on a leash you re going to
have to learn to control your temper the temperature is controlled by a
thermostat the laws controlling drugs are very strict in this country the
three main approaches are expressing suppressing and calming expressing your
angry feelings in an assertive not aggressive manner is the healthiest way to
express anger to do this you have to learn how to make clear what your needs
are and how to get them met without hurting others many republicans are
calling the right to contraception act a political move and a scare tactic
because according to them there isn t a threat to birth control access nobody
s meet the bucket of doom you probably already know step 1 of mosquito
control eliminate standing water which is where mosquito larvae hatch and
grow clogged gutters drainage pipes and
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control definition meaning merriam webster

May 12 2024

the meaning of control is to exercise restraining or directing influence over
regulate how to use control in a sentence synonym discussion of control

control english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 11 2024

to order limit or rule something or someone s actions or behaviour if you can t
control your dog put it on a lead you re going to have to learn to control
your temper the temperature is controlled by a thermostat the laws
controlling drugs are very strict in this country

how to let go of the need for control from a
psychologist

Mar 10 2024

a deep seated need for control generally stems from a place of deep inner fear of
the unknown and it can affect our mental and physical health if you are always
feeling the need to control every little detail in your life here s what a
psychologist wants you to know

control synonyms 219 similar and opposite words
merriam

Feb 09 2024

some common synonyms of control are authority command dominion jurisdiction
power and sway while all these words mean the right to govern or rule or
determine control stresses the power to direct and restrain

167 synonyms antonyms for control thesaurus com

Jan 08 2024

find 167 different ways to say control along with antonyms related words
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and example sentences at thesaurus com

control verb definition pictures pronunciation and
usage

Dec 07 2023

control somebody something to have power over a person company country etc
so that you are able to decide what they must do or how it is run by the age of
21 he controlled the company the whole territory is now controlled by the
army

control definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com

Nov 06 2023

to have control is to have the power to run something in an orderly way a
skillful teacher maintains control over students who might otherwise waste
time or be disruptive a control can also be a device used to operate a machine
like the remote control for a television

control definition and meaning collins english
dictionary

Oct 05 2023

control of a machine or process is designing it so that it behaves in a particular
way by continually measuring the output and changing the input in response

control noun definition pictures pronunciation and
usage

Sep 04 2023

definition of control noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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need to control everything this may be why psych
central

Aug 03 2023

do other people call you a control freak do you get upset when you can t
manage every detail here are the possible reasons why you feel the need to
control

controlling behavior signs and how to respond
verywell health

Jul 02 2023

controlling behavior occurs when a person attempts to conform another person
to their own needs or desires through some form of manipulation this outsized
desire for control is unhealthy unhelpful and may create relationship conflicts
but it s not always abusive

how to control your emotions according to mental
health

Jun 01 2023

to control your emotions learn to identify the emotion you re feeling any
triggers you have and where the emotion is coming from practice pausing before
reacting find ways to de stress and get professional help if you need it

reasons why people are controlling psych central

Apr 30 2023

research from 2021 suggests that a sense of control is associated with better
physical and psychosocial health in other words control leads to behaviors
that can improve overall well being

the problem with control psychology today

Mar 30 2023
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control or rather seeking to have control is a form of anxiety it is rooted in
the default and often unconscious belief or feeling that i am not going to be
okay or things will not be

why letting go of control can help you enjoy life
verywell mind

Feb 26 2023

at a glance there are many ways to increase your happiness but one of the most
simple and tangible ones is letting go of control why should we do that and
how do we even begin we ll review everything you need to know about why you
should stop trying to control everything in your life and what steps you can
take to get there

how to control your mind 10 techniques healthline

Jan 28 2023

you don t have to live in a sci fi movie to control your mind we break down 10
strategies to help you gain the upper hand over your mindset and outlook

control definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Dec 27 2022

to order limit or rule something or someone s actions or behavior if you can t
control your dog put it on a leash you re going to have to learn to control
your temper the temperature is controlled by a thermostat the laws
controlling drugs are very strict in this country

control anger before it controls you

Nov 25 2022

the three main approaches are expressing suppressing and calming expressing your
angry feelings in an assertive not aggressive manner is the healthiest way to
express anger to do this you have to learn how to make clear what your needs
are and how to get them met without hurting others
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republicans want to control women so much they
voted against

Oct 25 2022

many republicans are calling the right to contraception act a political move
and a scare tactic because according to them there isn t a threat to birth
control access nobody s

what are eco friendly ways to control backyard
bugs

Sep 23 2022

meet the bucket of doom you probably already know step 1 of mosquito
control eliminate standing water which is where mosquito larvae hatch and
grow clogged gutters drainage pipes and
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